P-Shaped Conservatories
Things you need to know

T H E R E G S S AY:

Semi Detached or Terraced Home
1. If your home is semi-detached or terraced your new P-shaped
conservatory can extend into your garden by 3m without
the need for Planning Permission approval. For detached
properties you can stretch this dimension to 4m! (Fig.1&2)
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Detached Home

2. In most cases, you can build your P-shaped conservatory
all the way across the back of your property without
Planning Permission regardless of the type of property. (Fig.3)
3. P-shaped conservatories rarely require Building Regulation
approval – as long as they are separated from your main
home with your existing external doors and the new floor
area is less than 30m².
4. If your home is located at the end of a road you are likely
to need Planning Permission to build your conservatory if
it is visible from the street.
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Any Home
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Full Width

FUNCTIONALITY:

Office
5. People love P-shaped conservatories because they offer an
easy way to separate the space inside into two distinct areas.
(Fig.4)

Entertaining
(Fig.4)

6. P. shaped conservatories can also be designed with square
edges and 90° corners to maximise on the useable inside.
(Fig.5)

7. The position of the existing and external doors is key to
maximising the functionality of the room.

(Fig.5)

Avoid ‘the corridor effect’ at all costs! (Fig.6)
(Fig.6)
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T H E I C E B E R G E F F E C T:

(Fig.7)

Gutter

8. Regardless of the shape of your conservatory – 2/3rds of
the cost of the overall conservatory build is actually spent
on the base building work – most of which is underground
and will never be seen! (Fig.7)

If you require any further information or advice
please do not hesitate to contact us on 0121 222 1587
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